Graphene Oxide in the Vaccines
https://brandnewtube.com/watch/graphene-oxide-in-the-vaccines_UVcRF61lzIheX7r.html
Graphene Nanoparticles in Covid Vaccines - a Report from Spain
THE FIFTH COLUMN (https://laquintacolumna.net)
1. All the vaccines are manufactured using the same nano-technology. In Spain it was even described
as "secret nanoparticles." These nanoparticles become magnetic when they reach the same temperature
as the human body. When they remain in an under zero degrees environment, they remain un-magnetic.
[Why they freeze the vaccines?]
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-020-78262-w
2. These particles must be a nano-tech material called GRAPHENE. which is a superconductive and
highly integrative with neuron cells in the brain:
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fnsys.2018.00012/full
3. The European Union invested one billion euros in a project called The Graphene Flagship:
https://spectrum.ieee.org/nanoclast/semiconductors/nanotechnology/europe-has-invested-1-billion-intographenebut-for-what
4. The molecules of GRAPHENE can interact with neurons in the brain in a remote mode using
different radio-frequencies (5G could be one of these) , they can map the brain and transmit and receive
INSTRUCTIONS remotely: https://www.noldus.com/applications/magnetogenetics
5. These were never "vaccines" against a virus, instead all the time it was a secret nanotech project
developed to reach and control the brains of the human population (until now we don't know if they can
modify DNA via 5G) In la Quinta Columna, they discovered that people have been already magnetized
via graphene present in masks, PCR tests, chemtrails and influenza and covid vaccines
6. The icon of GRAPHENE is guess what: three hexagrams: https://www.shutterstock.com/imagevector/graphene-structure-icon-vector-1030374052
7. GRAPHENE could be flushed naturally out of the body, because there is an enzyme called
myeloperoxidase that apparently disintegrates graphene molecules. Surprisingly alcohol consumption
or even tobacco can help to increase this enzyme. That's why they want the population to be vaccinated
each 6-12 months and sober.
8. The interaction between GRAPHENE in inoculated humans and 5G could result in a fatal event
when 5G will be fully enabled in July 2021, so we would be in a short period of time to stop this
madness and abort vaccination programs for once and all.
Scientific Reports (https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-020-78262-w )
Observation of magnetic domains in graphene magnetized by controlling temperature, strain and
magnetic field
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